


Applicability

The User Manual applies to the following product:
 REGO 12V 60A MPPT Solar Charge Controller

Disclaimer

 Renogy makes no warranty as to the accuracy y, or suitability of information in 
the User Manual because continuous product improvements are going to be made.

 Renogy assumes no responsibility or liability for losses or damages, whether direct, in-
direct, consequential, or incidental, which might arise out of the use of information in the 
User Manual.

 Renogy is not responsible or liable for the failures, damages, or injuries resulting from 

 The illustrations in the User Manual are for demonstration purposes only. Details may ap-

 Renogy reserves the right to change the information in the User Manual without notice.
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unauthorized use of any trademark displayed in the User Manual or on the product is strictly 
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Important Safety Information

The User Manual provides important installation, operation, and maintenance instructions
for REGO 12V 60A MPPT Solar Charge Controller. Please read the User Manual carefully 
before installation and operation and save it for future reference. Failure to observe the 
instructions or precautions in the User Manual can result in electrical shock, serious injury, 
or death, or can damage Charge Controller, potentially rendering it inoperable. The installation 
and service of Charge Controller might require knowledge of high voltage electricity and is 
recommended to be carried out by qualified personnel.

Symbols Used

The following symbols are used throughout the User Manual to highlight important 
information:

WARNING
Indicates a potentially dangerous condition which could result in 
injury or death.

CAUTION Indicates a critical procedure for safe and proper installation and 
operation. 

NOTE Indicates an important step or tip for optimal performance. 

INFO Indicates that more information is available in other documents 
relating to the subject.

General Safety Information
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Introduction

Introduction

Key Features

Introduction

The REGO series is the culmination of RENOGY's ten years of industry experience by modeling "Lego" energy 
building blocks for power solutions. The REGO 12V 60A MPPT Solar Charge Controller has achieved several 
firsts as a key member of the entire REGO Collection. Focusing on rapid plug and play and safety, the REGO 
60A MPPT reduces installation time and integrates a high BPU (Battery Protect Unit) technology achieving the 
highest protection against battery cells damage and battery failure, especially Lithium. The compact and robust 
nature of the controller not only has a sense of technology and fashion, but also saves on installation space 
relative to the competition. The REGO 12V 60A MPPT Solar Charge Controller is easily one of the most reliable 
controllers on the market yet. 

【Rapid Plug & Play】The quick plug port design reduces installation to a simple "click" when connecting your 
battery bank and solar panels. Uncomplicate programming issues by simply turning the battery selector knob to 
your battery type and quickly provide accurate charging services for different battery types

【Smart Chat, Perfect sync】Let software do all the work by using the embedded bluetooth technology or daisy 
chaining ddevices for software communication.Software will adjust the charging current based on smart chat 
experience between energy devices. The entire REGO system will actively respond to the needs of the battery, 
and provide more accurate charging services.

【MPPT: Ultra Fast Maximum Power Point Tracking】Built-in maximum power tracking algorithm with advanced 
dual-wave or multi-wave tracking technology can significantly improve the utilization efficiency of solar power 
generation by about 15%-20% higher than the traditional PWM charging efficiency. The ultra fast technology 
can still accurately trace the maximum power point to obtain the maximum power generation efficiency if panels 
are shaded with a charge conversion efficiency greater than 95%

【Smart Battery Manager】REGO 12V 60A MPPT Solar Charge Controller adopts a three-four-stage charging 
design for Lead Acid Batteries and two-stage charging for Lithium batteries: 1 - high-current boost (bulk) \ 2 - 
constant voltage charging (boost) \ 3 - floating stage (float) \ 4 - equalization stage (EQU), corresponding to the 
different power situations of the battery. When the battery level is very low, the controller will provide 
high-current charging at this time that allows the battery to recover quickly. The REGO 12V 60A MPPT Solar 
Charge Controlle offers a range of functions for different battery types, from charging to maintenance, and is a 
smart battery manager

【Protection】Full high-temperature protection at the solar input and battery output terminals. Input terminal 
protection also includes solar reverse polarity, solar overvoltage, solar short circuit, solar night back-flow 
protection. Output terminal protection also includes battery overcharge, battery overdischarge, and battery 
reverse polarity. The REGO 60A 12V MPPT Solar Charge controller BPU protection embedds protection into 
the controller rather than separate protection component safeguarding your system 

【Quality Assurance】REGO 12V 60A MPPT Solar Charge Controller features a 5-year warranty and is 
multi-icertified to UL1741, CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 107.1/CB+IEC 62109/EMC,EN61000-3-1/-3; EN301489-1/17; 
RF,EN300328; and FCC, 47 CFR 15B.
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Introduction

Power In = Power Out
Volts In * Amps In = Volts out * Amps out
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Introduction

Four Charging Stages

 Bulk Charge: 

 Constant Charging: 

Boost Charge:

 Float Charge: 

A

CHARGING
 CURRENT

Fast charging
B

Constant voltage charging
C

Floating charge

Equalize charging voltage
Boost charging voltage
Float charging voltage

Charging return voltage

Maximum 
current

Constant pressure time

Cumulative Time

(Range:10-600 min)
:2h

:3h

Battery
Voltage



Introduction

 Equalization:

CAUTION
 

 

WARNING
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Package Contents

REGO 12V 60A MPPT 
Solar Charge Controller × 1 Quick Guide × 1

Package Contents

Renogy Temperature
Sensor × 1

(Model: RTSCC)

Solar Adapter Cable
( Anderson PP75 to
MC4 Adapter Cable )

Mounting Screws × 4

ST6.3x1.8x13mm



Battery Fuse: 

The battery fuse will protect the charge controller, wire 
and battery from overcurrent.

Solar Panel Fuses:  

Provide complete single circuit protection for solar pan-
els. It can prevent the high current from damaging the so-
lar panels. It can prevent the high current from damaging 
the solar panels.

Sensors calibrate charging voltage errors caused by wires to 
ensure the controller  is properly charging the battery.
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Product Overview
Product Overview

7 8 9 10 11

4 5 62 31

No. Part No. Part
1 CAN Communication Ports 7 Positive Battery Terminal

2 Positive Solar Terminal 8 Negative Battery Terminal

3 Negative Solar Terminal 9 Battery Temperature Sensor Port

4 Battery Status Indicator 10 Battery Voltage Sensor Port

5 Solar Status Indicator 11 Mounting Holes

6 Battery Type Setting Knob
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Wiring Diagram
Wiring Diagram

+ +

Solar Panel Battery Negative
Positive



CAUTION
 

Installation

Recommended Components
Battery Scenario A: REGO Battery Kit

Renogy REGO System Combiner Box or Positive/Negative Busbars 

Battery Adapter Cable ( Anderson PP75 to Anderson 120 Adapter Cable )
or

Battery Adapter Cables ( Anderson PP75 to Ring Terminal Adapter Cable ) 

Anderson PP75

Anderson 120



3
4

5
6

Installation

Battery Scenario B: Normal Battery Kit

Normal Battery with +/- Bolts Battery Adapter Cables ( Anderson PP75 to 
Ring Terminal Adapter Cable )

+

-

Solar Panel Kit

Solar Panel Solar Panel Extension Cables

Required Tools

Wrench (10mm)

10
m

m
10

m
m

10mm

14
m

m
14

m
m

14mm

Wrench (14mm)

Insulation Tape



1. 

WARNING
 

2. 

WARNING

 

 Place Rover on a vertical surface protected from direct sunlight, high temperatures, and water. 
Make sure there is good ventilation.

 
Ventilation is highly recommended if mounted in an enclosure.



CAUTION
 

1. 

3. 

+

-

 

WARNING
Please refer to the "Recommendations of Wire Diameters and Fuses" in this manual, and 

Cable Check

CAUTION
 

 

 

 

WARNING
 

 



1. 

System voltage

Batterys in Series Batterys in Parallel

U1+U2+U3 U1=U2=U3

according to the formula to ensure that it 

CAUTION
 

WARNING
 

Solar Panel Check (Optional)

CAUTION
 

WARNING
 

 



CAUTION
 

WARNING
 

 

Working voltage

module array =  

Solar Panels in 
Series

Solar Panels in 
Parallel

U1+U2+U3 U1=U2=U3

solar panel/solar panel array according to 

CAUTION
 



Battery Adapter Cables

For the Battery terminal, 
align the Battery Adapter 
Cable's Anderson PP75 
connectors to the correct 
orientation and polarity.

1. 

WARNING

2. 

3. 

Remove the protective cover
of the Solar Adapter Cable by
sliding it downwards.

4. 



Push the protective cover
upwards.

7. 

5. 

6. 

Insert the Anderson
connectors into the Solar
terminal.

8. 



 Please read the user manual of the battery (12V) carefully before installation.

 Identify the polarity (positive and negative) on the cables used for the batteries. A reverse 
polarity contact may damage the unit.

 Select a suitable wrench or other tool when tightening the battery bolts to their rated 

 Please ensure that the Anderson Connectors are fully seated and/or the ring terminals are 
securely connected.

Battery Scenario A: REGO Battery Kit

 Please read the user manual of System Combiner Box carefully before wiring.
 If the devices are connected to the Anderson connectors of the System Combiner Box, please 

install a 160A NH fuse in the top NH fuse disconnect switch.
 If the Anderson PP75 to Ring Terminal Adapter Cable is used to connect with the System 

Combiner Box, please refer to the user manual of REGO MPPT Solar Charge Controller at 
renogy.com for more detailed instructions.

 If positive/negative busbars are used to connect with the Renogy REGO Lithium Battery, 
please refer to the user manual of REGO MPPT Solar Charge Controller at renogy.com for 
more detailed instructions.

STEP-3.1

Battery

Insert the Anderson 120 
connector of the Battery 
Adapter Cable to the System 
Combiner Box.



Battery Scenario B: Ordinary Battery Kit

+

- 1212

Battery -

STEP-3.2

--

+

-

+

Battery + +

STEP-3.3

Attach the ring terminal of the negative Battery 
Adapter Cable to the negative battery bolt and 
tighten with a wrench.

Attach the ring terminal of the positive Battery 
Adapter Cable to the positive battery bolt and 
tighten with a wrench.

For your safety, it is recommended to use a battery fuse.

 Please refer to the user manual of the charge controller at renogy.com for the recommended 
fuse.

STEP-3.4

+Battery +

-

Connect the positive Battery 
Adapter Cable to one end 
of the battery fuse, and then 
connect the other end to the 
positive bolt of the battery.

Battery Indicator

STEP-3.5

Once the battery wiring is completed correctly and the battery 
is turned on, the charger controller's Battery indicator lights up 
green.

If the Battery indicator does not light up, please refer to 
the user manual of the charge controller at renogy.com for 
troubleshooting instructions.



Solar Panel Wiring

 Please read the user manual of the solar panel carefully before installation.
 Cover the solar panels or have them face down before connecting them to the charge 

controller.
 Identify the polarity (positive and negative) on the cables used for solar panels. A reverse 

polarity contact may damage the unit.
 Make sure all connections are tight and secure.

-

Solar --

STEP-4.1

-

Connect the negative Solar 
Adapter Cable to the Solar 
Panel Extension Cable, and 
then connect the Extension 
Cable to the negative terminal 
of the solar panel.

+

STEP-4.2

Solar + +

+

Connect the positive Solar 
Adapter Cable to the Solar 
Panel Extension Cable, and 
then connect the Extension 
Cable to the positive terminal 
of the solar panel.

STEP-4.3

Once the solar panel wiring is completed correctly, the charger 
controller's Solar indicator lights up green.

If the Solar indicator does not light up, please refer to the 
user manual of the charge controller at renogy.com for 
troubleshooting instructions.



For your safety, it is recommended to use a solar panel in-line fuse.

 Please refer to the user manual of the charge controller at renogy.com for the recommended 
fuse.

+

STEP-4.4

Solar + +

Insert the Solar Panel In-
line Fuse between the Solar 
Adapter Cable and the solar 
panel's positive cable.



 

WARNING



+

-

 

 

 

WARNING

1. 

2. 



 

 

WARNING

*Optional Accessories

1. 



+

-

+-

REGO Battery 

Normal Battery
with +/- Bolts

-
+

+
-

2. 



The communication connection is optional. The communication between REGO products allows 
safe operation, smart control, and close monitoring.
Depending on the installation condition, the communication connection needs to be established 
with backbone or daisy chain topology.

Backbone Topology
If an RV-C bus is pre-installed in the RV, please follow the backbone topology for the 
communication connection.

Recommended Accessories

LP16 Plug (7-Pin) to Bare Wires Drop Cable Drop Plug

 
the Drop Plug that matches the drop socket for the communication connection. If unsure about 
the Drop Plug selection, please check with the RV manufacturer. This Quick Guide takes the 
Mini-Clamp II plug (4-pin) as an example.

 The length of the Drop Cable shall not exceed 19.6 feet, and the total length shall not exceed 
98.4 feet.

 
following the correct pinout. If unsure about the Drop Plug pinout, please check with the RV 
manufacturer. This Quick Guide takes the pinout of the Mini-Clamp II plug (4-Pin) as an example.

STEP-8.1

4
3

2
1

STEP-8.2

Insert the bare wires of the Drop Cable (sold 
separately) all the way into the wire ports of the 
Drop Plug (not included) following the Drop Plug 
pinout. The red PS+ wire goes to pin 1, the white 
CAN_H wire goes to pin 2, the blue CAN_L wire 
goes to pin 3, and the black PS- wire goes to  
pin 4. 

Squeeze the crimp area of the Drop Plug with 
a pair of split joint pliers.



STEP-8.3

Locate the drop tap (not 
included) on the RV-C 
bus (not included) that is 
the closest to the charge 
controller installation location. 
The drop taps are usually 
located above the entry door, 
in the bathroom, or under the 
bed in the RV.

STEP-8.4

Connect either of the CAN 
Communication Ports of the 
charge controller to the drop 
socket on the drop tap with 
the Drop Cable.

 
takes the 4-socket drop tap as an example.

 If unable to locate the drop taps, please contact the RV manufacturer for help.
 Please ensure termination at both ends of the RV-C bus with 120  resistors (not included).



Daisy Chain Topology
If the RV-C bus is not available, please follow the daisy chain topology for the communication 
connection.

Recommended Accessories

LP16 Plug (7-Pin) Communication Cable LP16 Terminator Plug (7-Pin)

STEP-8.5 STEP-8.6

Connect REGO devices in 
series through either of the 
CAN Communication Ports 
with the Communication 
Cables (sold separately).

Plug the Terminator Plug (sold separately) into the free CAN 



Please scan the QR Code 
on the last page of the Quick 
Guide to download the DC 
Home app.

After the charger controller is 
installed and powered on, open 
the DC Home app, and click "+" 
to search and add the charge 
controller into the app.

1. 

According to the actual situation, you can monitor the charge controller or even the 
whole system through DC Home app or Renogy Super Panel.

The charge controller supports Bluetooth connection. You can check its status and data on the 
DC Home app once connected. 



This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two 
conditions: 
(1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and
(2) This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause 
undesired operation.

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, 
pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection 
against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates uses and can 
radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, 
may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that 
interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful 
interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment 
off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following 
measures:
(1) Orient or relocate the receiving antenna.
(2) Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
(3) Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is 
connected.
(4) Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help. 

This equipment complies with FCC radiation exposure limits set forth for an uncontrolled 
environment. This equipment should be installed and operated with minimum distance 20cm 
between the radiator & your body.



The charge controller is simple and easy to use. The plug & play design makes the installation 
easier, and the knob with 5 gears makes the selection of battery type more convenient.

Operation



6. 

User Mode

Equalization 
Voltage

Boost Voltage

Float Voltage

Undervoltage 
alarm voltage

Equalization 
Interval

Equalization 
Duration

Operation



Parameters

Parameter Value

Model RCC60REGO

System Voltage 12V

60A

800W

Battery Voltage Range 8-16V

Battery Type

Self-consumption

Operating Temperature Range

Storage Temperature Range

-

-3mV/ /2V

Dimensions

Communication 



Parameters

WARNING
 

Battery Type

Parameters
AGM/SLD GEL FLOODED LI (LFP) USER User setting 

Range

OverVolts 
Shutdown

OverVolts Limit

Equalization 
Voltage — — — -

Boost Voltage -
Float Voltage — -
Boost Return 

Voltage -

LowVolts 
Reconnect

UnderVolts 
Recover

UnderVolts 
Warning -

LowVolts 
Shutdown

Boost Duration — 120 min 0-600 min

Equalization 
Duration — — — 120 min 0-600 min

Equalization 
Interval — 30 days 0-250 days

Temperature 
Compensation — -3

mV/ /2V

CAUTION
 

 
 

 



Inspection

 
 
 
 

 
 Ensure there is no any corrosion, insulation damage, or discoloration marks of 

NOTE

 In some applications, corrosion may exist around the contacts inside the Anderson 
 

Corrosion can loosen springs and increase resistance, leading to premature connection 

WARNING
 

Cleaning

 
 Wipe the charger housing and connector contacts with a damp cloth or non-metallic 

 

 

 

Storage

 
 By applying dielectric grease to each connector contact, the dielectric grease repels 



 
 

WARNING
 

Fire

WARNING
 

Flooding

Usual Smell

Usual Noise

CAUTION
 



For additional support, contact the Renogy technical support team through renogy.com/
contact-us. Have the following information available when contacting Renogy.

Contact information

Owner name

Purchase channel

Order number

Brief description of the issue

Serial number



Manufacturer: RENOGY New Energy Co.,Ltd
Address: No.66, East Ningbo Road Room 624-625

Taicang German Overseas Students Pioneer Park 
JiangSu 215000 CN

Manufacturer: RENOGY New Energy Co.,Ltd
Address: No.66, East Ningbo Road Room 624-625

Taicang German Overseas Students Pioneer Park 
JiangSu 215000 CN

EVATOST CONSULTING LTD

Centre, Taffs Well, Cardiff, Wales, CF15 7QR
contact@evatmaster.com

Suite 11, First Floor, Moy Road Business

eVatmaster Consulting GmbH 

60325 Frankfurt am Main, Germany 
contact@ evatmaster. com

Battinastr.30

UK REP

EC REP

Renogy reserves the right to change the contents of this manual without notice.
Visit renogy.com to find relevant documentation or get more support via "Contact Us".

Your voice matters! Scan the QR code to 
submit your feedback on the product.

Join the Renogy Power Plus Community
by downloading the DC Home App.

Find your e-warranty here, and more.

RENOGY.COM


